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Challenge One – Commodity Markets
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Volatile markets
§ Critical minerals represent small markets – cobalt 180,000tpa or one 

capsized bulk carrier

§ Leads to distorted pricing response to supply/demand changes

Cobalt reflects the DRC – PRC relationship

§ Bears no relationship to Western markets or suppliers (Australia)

Critical minerals not terminally traded

§ Company to company transactions = opaque

§ Spot represents small volume
§ Futures markets growing but lack liquidity (<10% front 12 months)

Cobalt’s current end-use



Cobalt Sulphate Refining Capacity
Global battery-grade cobalt sulphate capacity, 2026 (Kt Co)

Source: Benchmark Minerals, Cobalt Blue Holdings Limited
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Challenge Two – Government
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Governments (slowly) responding
§ US Government now in the game but needs further clarity, EU responding
§ Australian Government sending strong policy signals

Large policy changes take time to digest
§ Pivoting towards Allied Nations friendly supply chains is difficult when they don’t yet exist in size

Australia not (yet) included in manufacturing definitions of IRA Act
§ Hiroshima compact may be a game changer for Australia



Challenge Three – Funding
Innovative Processing Technology
§ Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) risk adverse concerning 

new technologies

§ But ECAs under pressure to be involved
§ Commercial banks largely on the sidelines or hiding 

under ECA cover
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Challenge Four – Production Chain
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OEMS do not understand critical minerals
§ Project lead times, scalability, economics are different to purchasing seat belts

Battery Industry too fragmented
§ Korea is the exception, but battery makers remain reliant on OEM balance sheets

OEMs driving sustainability performance
§ Multiple standards create delay and confusion – a “Australian Sourced Critical Mineral” certification is needed. 



Disclaimer
This presentation includes forward–looking statements. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees or predictions and involve known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties and assumptions, which are outside the control of COB. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions may include commodity prices, 
currency fluctuations, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, environmental risks and legislative, fiscal or regulatory 
developments, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals, cost estimates and funding availability. Actual values, results or events may be 
materially different to those expressed or implied in this presentation. Given these uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on forward-
looking statements. 

Any forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only at the date of issue of this presentation. Subject to any continuing obligations under 
applicable laws, COB does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any information or any of the forward-looking statements in this presentation or 
any changes in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such forward looking statement is based.

Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it constitutes an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation in relation to the purchase or 
sale of shares in any jurisdiction. Shareholders should not rely on this presentation.  This presentation does not take into account any person’s particular 
investment objectives, financial resources or other relevant circumstances and the opinions in this presentation are not intended to represent 
recommendations of particular investments to particular persons. All securities transactions involve risks, which include, amongst others, the risk of adverse 
or unanticipated, market, financial or political developments. The information set out in this presentation does not purport to be all –inclusive or to contain 
all the information, which its recipients may require in order to make an informed assessment of COB. 

You  should make your own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. 
In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgement, analysis and 
assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.

Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into the United Kingdom, Canada, Japan or the United States of America, their 
territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) 
distributed to any individual outside Australia, Canada or Japan who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or 
invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any case 
except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by 
law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with 
these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
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